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In the Trial Chamber III Case No. 

Before: Judge Antonetti, Presiding 
Judge Prandler 
Judge Trechsel 
Judge Mindua 

Date: 
IT-04-74-T 
18 March 2009 
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Registrar: Mr. Hans Holthuis, Registrar 
Public Order 

The Prosecutor 
V. 

Jadranko Prlic, Bruno Stojic, Slobodan Praljak, Milivoj Petkovic, Valentin Coric, Berislav Pusic 

The Trial Chamber 

Order to redact the public transcript 
and the public broadcast of a hearing 

( At the request of the Prosecutor / Defence and with the agreement of the parties ) 

ORDERS that the following blacked out text be omitted from the public transcript of this hearing and be edited from the public 
broadcast of this hearing. 
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10 10: 55: 02 A. I Yes, that was the proceed u but by your leave it's st range that 
1110: 55: 04 Mr. Rajic wrote to the president Mr. Bo ban at that time the president of 
1210:55: 10 the Croatian Community of Herceg-Bosna. It's unusual. 
13 10: 55: 16 Q. Well, he is also write to get her Mr. Blaslcic but what I'm 
14 10: S5: 21 interested in is the following, why was the he writing this what was the 
15 10:55: 43 connection between Mr. "- and "' the assistant commander for Vitez or 
1610: 55: 44 t'"ather the Vitez military districts? 
17 10: 55: 4 4 A. Well, it's evident from this that Mr. Raj ic was addressing the 
18 10:55: 44 persons he need,ed to address. It was Colonel Blaskic was the commander 
1910:5S: 46 of the military districts and then there was Mr. Sliskovic and in this 
20 10: 56: 02 letter we can see that Zoran "' his ,._ assistant for OG 2 was " to carry 
2110:56:14 out the investigation. 
22 10: 56: 14 Q. Now that we are dealing with Hr. ,._ please 1 ook at 2D942. This 
2310: 56: 26 is a report and we sa,., from the previous document that Mr. Duscenovic 
24 10: 56: 35 "' sp? against whom the investigation was being conducted and we can see 
25 10: 56: 41 in this document dated the 23rd of February, 1994, that this document is 

38: 110:56: 47 a report accordJ.ng to which Mr. Zvonko duesnovic was found dead. Do you 
2 10:56: 59 have information concerning these events concerning Mr. "' ? 
3 10: 57: 02 MR. STRINGER: Excuse me Mr. Sandie, I object to this line of 
4 10: 57: 0 6 questioning it's irrelevant and it's beyond the scope of the witness 
510:57: 09 summary that is have been provided in respect of this witness, this issue 
6 10: 57: 12 regarding Mr. ouznovic. 
710:57:21 JUDGE ANTONETTI: [Interpretation] Ms. Nozica, what is the 
8 10: 57: 23 relevance of thJ.s? 
9 10: 57: 24 MS. NOZICA: [Interpretation] Your Honour, the relevance is that 

1010:57:31 we are showing how because of the previous documents and the witness 
1110: 57: 38 statement of EA here in the courtroom as I stated before, we see an 
1210:57: 47 example here as to how an investigation was conducted and how in this 
1310:57:50 particular case it was ordered by ■■■■■■■ and I think it's quite 
1410:S8: 02 significant this can be com.pared with his statement it's as we have 
15 10:58: 05 already said in the transcript of 24541 to 24662, when he said that in 
1610: 58: 16 the case of Stupni Do, the investigation was to be conducted by this 

The blacked-out text, as identified by the passages prior and subsequent thereto, is confidential. 
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Any person or organization, including media organizations, which has possession of the public recording of all or the relevant 
portion of the proceeding containing the confidential information is hereby enjoined from disclosing it to any other person(s) or 
organization(s) as of the date and time this order is received. The failure to conform may result in contempt charges being , • / ,/ 
issued by the Tribunal against the disclosing person or organization. ~ 




